What do we mean by fashion and textiles?
If you work or have worked in any job role, in any of the following types of business, you may be eligible for a grant, for your
child, where there is a case of need.

Alterations Shop
Bridalwear shop
Bridalwear Manufacturer
Clothes Retailer, which sells any type of clothing for
women, men, children or infants

Clothes Manufacturer, which makes
any type of clothing for women, men, children or
infants

Charity Shop, where the person was a paid
employee

Carpet Shop
Carpet Manufacturers
Carpet Fitter
Craft Shop, which sells any products made

Interior Textile Shop
Interior Textile Manufacturer
including soft furnishings and carpets

Knitwear Retailer
Knitwear Manufacturer
Market Stall which sells clothing
Online Retailer which sells
clothing, like Asos or Very.co.uk

School, where the person works as
a fashion or textile teacher

Supermarket which sells clothing, like Asda or
Sainsbury’s

Soft Accessories Retailer which sells

from fabric

accessories made out of fabric or leather including
gloves, bags and scarves

Department Store which sells clothing for women,

Soft Accessories Manufacturer which

men, children or infants, like John Lewis or Selfridges

makes accessories made out of fabric or leather
including gloves, bags and scarves

Distribution Centre, handling either fashion or textiles
Dry Cleaners
Fabric shop for either fashion or interior
fabrics

Hoisery Manufacturer
Haberdashers or a shop which sells craft supplies
Head office for a company which retails or
manufacturers any type of fashion or textiles

Specialist Clothing Retailer, selling
industry specific clothing including catering,
military or ecclesiastical

Textile Mill whether for fashion or interiors
Textile Manufacturer whether for fashion or
interiors

University, where the person lectures in fashion
or textiles

If your job is not listed here, don’t worry as there are many ways in which you may be eligible.
So if in doubt, please call Karen on 0207-170-4117.
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